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Abstract
In this this bachelor thesis light absorption and scattering of human muscle tissue is inves-
tigated in a noninvasive way using photon Time Of Flight Spectroscopy (pTOFS). This
method utilizes the broadening of short laser pulses passing through a highly scattering
medium e.g. human tissue. The aim of this bachelor thesis is to do measurements both
parallel and perpendicular to muscle fibers to see if the optical properties change, i.e., if
the absorption and scattering changes.
The systems used in this study have wavelength ranges of 650 nm to 1000 nm and 950
nm to 1400 nm, for two system configurations, respectively, and can produce continuous
spectra of both scattering and absorption in these two wavelength regions. The scattering
and absorption coefficients in these two wavelength regions are extracted using an evalu-
ation method based on Monte Carlo simulation for light propagation, which is a statistical
modeling method using the radiative transport equation describing how light propagates
in tissue.
Measurements on the right forearm of two different humans are made to see if one can
see a clear difference when measuring parallel or perpendicular to the muscle fibers. On
one of the humans mostly subcutaneous fat was measured on due to a too small separation
of source and detector in the pTOFS system. In that case one cannot be certain of any
differences when measuring parallel and perpendicular to the fibers. For the other test
subject, muscle tissue was measured on and the results show a difference when measuring
parallel and perpendicular to muscle fibers.
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Abbreviations
pTOFS photon Time-Of-Flight Spectroscopy
RTE Radiative Transport Equation
MC Monte Carlo
WMC White Monte Carlo
SPAD Single Photon Avalanche Photo Diode
PMT Photo Multiplier Tube
AOTF Acousto Optical Tunable Filter
LLTF Laser Line Tunable Filter
TCSPC Time Correlated Single Photon Counting
IRF Instrument Response Function
NIR1 Wavelength region between 650 nm and 1000 nm
NIR2 Wavelength region between 950 nm and 1350 nm
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1 Introduction
Biomedical optics is a field in which new techniques for measuring optical properties of
biomedical tissue are constantly developed. The techniques are often noninvasive and do
not change the optical properties of the tissue and they also have a large area of applica-
tion. The photon Time of Flight Spectroscopy (pTOFS) technique used in this project can
be used both in vivo to measure optical properties of tissue, but also on pharmaceutical
tablets to see if the concentrations of different substances are correct. It is important to
know optical properties of biomedical tissue, i.e., how absorption and scattering changes
with wavelength, for both treatment and diagnostics.
The aim of this bachelor project is thus to learn how values for both the scattering and the
absorption coefficients for human muscle tissue change with wavelength. Establishing
values for absorption and scattering coefficients of healthy muscle tissue is a good start to
be able to use pTOFS for detection of malignant tissue (tumours) in a noninvasive way.
Measurements are made with photon time of flight spectroscopy (pTOFS) and the eval-
uations are based on White Monte Carlo. Photon Time Of Flight Spectroscopy has been
used before to measure absorption and scattering coefficients of turbid media such as med-
ical pills and human muscle tissue [1–3]. In this project, measurements along and across
the muscle fibers are to be made to see how the scattering coefficients change depending
on orientation. The wavelength regions of interest are the near infrared regions (NIR1)
650-900 nm and (NIR2) 900-1350 nm, in these regions, the absorption of e.g. water is
low which can be seen in figure 1. In theory the absorption coefficient should not change
very much when doing measurements along and across muscle fibers, respectively since
it is dependent on the chemical properties of the muscle and not the structural [4]. The
scattering coefficient on the other hand is mostly dependent on the structural properties
so it should probably.
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2 Tissue Optics
2.1 Optical properties of turbid media
When light is incident on any turbid medium it can either be reflected on the surface or
go in to the medium. The light that pass through the boundary (i.e. the light not reflected)
is scattered and absorbed in the medium. There are two types of scattering events that
mainly occur in turbid media– Rayleigh and Mie scattering, which are both elastic, i.e.
do not lead to energy transfer. Rayleigh scattering occurs when the scatterer is much
smaller than the wavelength and Mie scattering when the scatterer’s size is comparable
to, or larger than, the wavelength [1, 4, 5].
The composition of the medium determines how the light is scattered or absorbed. The
probability for light to either be scattered or absorbed per unit path length is described
by two variables called absorption- and scattering- coefficients, µa and µs respectively.
When a medium is highly scattering (e.g. human tissue) a third variable is introduced
called the reduced scattering coefficient µ′s which couples to the ordinary one by equation
(1) below.
µ′s = (1− g)µs (1)
Here g is the anisotropy factor used to describe the light scattering angular distribution,
g =<cos θ >, where θ is the angular change of a scattering event. In tissue for ex-
ample the g factor is about 0.85 leading to a reduced scattering coefficient (µ′s) greatly
reduced in comparison to the normal scattering coefficient (µs). For the rest of this thesis
the reduced scattering coefficient is, for simplicity, referred to as the scattering coefficient.
Another variable useful for understanding how often light is scattered or absorbed is the
mean free path, MFP, defined below. The mean free path is the length of which the photon
travels before it is either homogeneously scattered, or absorbed.
MFPa = 1/µa (2)
MFP ′s = 1/µ
′
s (3)
2.1.1 Tissue
Biological tissue is highly scattering at most wavelengths and between 600 nm and 1300
nm the absorption is fairly low creating an opportunity to measure the optical proper-
ties of tissue [3]. Absorption and scattering in this wavelength region are mostly due to
hemoglobin, water and lipids which is shown in figures 1 and 2.
Biological tissue mainly consists of two layers, a layer of subcutaneous fat and muscle
tissue. The fat layer mainly consist of lipids. Muscle tissue consists of long cylinders
that are held together in bundles and each fiber is about 2 µm thick. These bundles carry
blood to the muscles as well as holds nerves. The main absorbers for the muscle tissue
are blood and water and for the subcutaneous fat it is lipid [3, 6].
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Figure 1: The tissue optical window [7].
In the NIR1 region the absorption is mainly due to oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin
and water as can be seen in figure 1 and in the NIR2 region the main absorbers are water
and lipids which can be seen in figure 2.
Figure 2: The absorption of tissue in the examined wavelength range [8].
2.2 Radiative Transport Theory 1
The Radiative Transport Theory (RTT) does not utilize the wave equation, instead it deals
with the energy transport of particles through a medium of random particles. [10] In this
theory light is portrayed as independent moving particles that do not interact with each
other, which expresses the energy balance within a certain volume in consistence with en-
ergy conversation. However, the light particles, i.e. photons do interact with the particles
within the medium by means of scattering and absorption. Energy transfer coupled to
absorption is considered to be heat and the scattering is considered to be elastic, i.e. that
the direction of propagation is changed, but the energy is conserved.
The RTT can be expressed by an equation called the Radiative Transport Equation (RTE)
(10). The way to do this is to first consider a small volume, V , with a surface area, A, a
specific direction, sˆ, and the possible events that can occur in the volume. The possible
events are [3]:
1Written with Hampus M Jönsson and can also be found in his bachelor thesis [9].
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• Radiation through the surface boundaries.
• Scattering into a direction different from sˆ or the absorption of a photon in the
medium.
• Scattering from directions sˆ′ into the sˆ direction.
• Radiation from a source inside the medium.
These different events are described by equations (5), (6), (7), (8) and (9) [11].
Equation (4) describes how the number of photons in the volume V and the direction sˆ
changes with time t in position r¯.∫
V
∂N(r¯, sˆ, t)
∂t
dV =
∫
V
∂N
∂t
dV ≡
(
∂N
∂t
)V
(4)
Radiation through the surface boundaries either cause a loss or gain of photons depending
on if they are exiting or entering the volume respectively. How the number of photons
N change with time t in the volume regarding the surface boundaries with area A is
described by equation (5). In this equation c is the speed of light in the medium and nˆ is
the refractive index.(
∂N
∂t
)V
transfer
= −
∫
A
cNsˆ · nˆ dA = −
∫
V
c∇N · sˆ dV (5)
Equation (6) describes how the number of photons in the volume change with time due
to absorption, and it is dependent on both the speed of light in the medium c and the
absorption coefficient µa. (
∂N
∂t
)V
a
= −
∫
V
cµa(r¯)N dV (6)
The changes due to scattering in directions sˆ′ from sˆ can be described by equation (7)
which is the same as the equation handling the changes due to absorption with the only
difference being the dependence of the scattering coefficient µs instead of the absorption
coefficient µa. (
∂N
∂t
)V
s−
= −
∫
V
cµs(r¯)N dV (7)
Equation (8) describes the changes in the number of photons due to scattering events
that causes photons to change from a direction sˆ′ into the direction of interest sˆ. The
equation depends on the scattering coefficient µs, the speed of light in the medium c and
a probability function p(sˆ′, sˆ).
(
∂N
∂t
)V
s+
= −
∫
V
cµs(r¯)
∫
4pi
p(sˆ′, sˆ)N(sˆ′) dω′
 dV (8)
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Sources inside the medium are taken into account using a source function q(r¯, sˆ, t) which
is describing the gain of photons due to the source in the medium. Equation (9) describes
this gain of photons in the medium.(
∂N
∂t
)V
source
=
∫
V
q(r¯, sˆ, t) dV (9)
When combining equations (5)-(9) and considering that the volume is arbitrary one ob-
tains the RTE (10).
∂N
∂t
= −c∇N · sˆ− c(µa + µs)N + cµs
∫
4pi
p(sˆ′, sˆ)N(sˆ′) dω′ + q (10)
2.3 Monte Carlo 1
A way to solve the RTT is by using Monte Carlo (MC) modelling, which is a statistical
modelling method. The principle of this model is to trace the trajectory and interactions
(events) of a packet of particles (which could be thought of as photons) in a turbid medium
by simulating a number of random walks. After each event the number of photons in the
photon packet (weight) has a probability of being reduced by absorption. The remain-
ing photons continue in a random direction until a new event occurs. For every event a
probability function is needed for a number of variables, such as:
• The scattering probability governed by µ′s.
• The absorption probability governed by µa
• The step length, i.e. how far the photon propagates before being either scattered or
absorbed.
• The direction of the photon after each event.
The mentioned step length before each event can be generalized by the following equation
(e.q (5.7) [5]):
s1 =
−ln(RND1)
µt
(11)
where s1 defines the step length, RND1 is a random number between [0, 1], and µt =
µa + µs. The photon packet is considered terminated when the photons either get ab-
sorbed or leaves the area of interest (medium).
In this bachelor thesis a version of the MC model called White Monte Carlo (WMC)
is used. The main difference is that in WMC the absorption is added at the end of the
solution. For more information regarding the MC and the WMC models see [3, 5, 12].
1Written with Hampus M Jönsson and can also be found in his bachelor thesis [9].
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3 Method
3.1 Photon Time of Flight Spectroscopy (pTOFS)
With the pTOFS technique both scattering and absorption coefficients can be measured
separately. This since the technique not only relies on intensity differences as ordinary
absorption spectroscopy does, but instead uses the information on how a very short pulse
(in the picoseconds regime) is broadened by a highly scattering medium when it passes
through it. What happens when a short laser pulse is incident on a turbid medium, e.g.,
tissue can be seen in figure 3 below where all the different turns represent one scattering
event. The pulse can of course also be absorbed in any of the different events [1, 4].
Figure 3: A figure showing a. how a photon is scattered through turbid media and b. what happens to a
short laser pulse when passing through the media [1].
The broadening of the pulse depends on both the scattering and absorption coefficient
which can be seen in figure 4. When increasing the scattering coefficient, µ′s, the pulse
gets broader and when decreasing it the pulse gets more narrow. As a rough approxima-
tion, the late slope of the pulse stays the same when the scattering coefficient is changed,
this because the slope is dominated by the late photons mainly represented by absorption.
When the absorption is increased the pulse gets narrower since there is a higher probabil-
ity for the late photons to be absorbed. From the right panel of figure 4 it can be seen that
when the absorption coefficient changes the slope of the curve also changes but that the
peak remains approximately fixed in time.
Figure 4: A figure showing how a pulse is affected by a change in either scattering or absorption coefficients
[9].
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3.2 Instrumental set up
Figure 5: A schematic figure of the pTOFS set up.
3.2.1 Light source
The light source used is a Fianium SC-480-10 laser which is a supercontinuum source
covering the wavelengths between 480 and 2400 nm. It has a power of 10 W, a repetition
rate of 80 MHz and a fundamental pulse width of around 6 picoseconds [13].
A supercontinuum source is based on the spectral broadening caused by a highly nonlinear
fiber which needs to be connected to a light source. In this case the main source is a fibre
laser operating at 1050 nm which is coupled to an amplifier pumped by a 980 nm diode
laser [3].
3.2.2 Filters
As is shown in figure 5, two different filters are used in the setup, one AOTF and one
LLTF. The reason for using two different filters is that the two filters function in the two
wavelength ranges that are to be examined, NIR1 and NIR2.
3.2.2.1 Acoustio Optical Tunable Filter (AOTF)
An ATOF consists of crystals that change their refractive index when exposed to RF
waves, so that only one wavelength is enhanced and let out through a fibre. The RF
are in turn created by alternating a current over a piezoelectric crystal.
The filter used in the set up is a Fianium AOTF-DUAL system which consists of two
different crystals that cover the VIS (400-650 nm) and NIR1 (650-1100 nm) regions, re-
spectively [13].
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3.2.2.2 Laser Line Tunable Filter (LLTF)
The LLTF used in the set up is a Fianium LLTF contrast SWIR that covers the wavelength
region between 1000 nm and 2300 nm. This kind of filter uses the Bragg Tunable Filter
technology which means that it consists of a material with a periodic refractive index.
When white light interferes with this periodicity only one specific wavelength will inter-
fere constructively and be enhanced. The specific wavelength is selected by changing the
angle of incidence on the material [3, 14].
3.2.3 Detectors
Two different detectors are used in the set up shown in figure 5,as a single detector cannot
handle the whole wavelength region examined in the study. One SPAD detector and
one PMT detector is used with wavelengths ranges of 400-1000 nm and 950-1400 nm
respectively.
3.2.3.1 Single Photon Avalanche photo Diode (SPAD) detector
The detector used for wavelengths up to 1000 nm is a PDM110ct from Micro photon
Devices. For every detected photon the SPAD detector sends out a pulse and at 550 nm
the detection efficiency of the detector is 49% [15].
3.2.3.2 Photo Multiplier Tube (PMT) detector
For wavelengths beyond 1000 nm a PMT from Hamamatsu Photonics (R3809U-68) is
used [7]. Since PMT detectors are vulnerable to thermal noise the detection system needs
to be cooled down to -80°C. The cooling is done using liquid nitrogen that is evaporated
through the PMT device.
3.2.4 Attenuators
Two attenuators are used in the set up shown in figure 5, one is used for the time reference
arm and the other for the sample arm. The attenuators are used both to protect the de-
tectors from a too high intensity but also to get an appropriate rate of photons arriving to
the detectors. [3] The two attenuators have a total attenuation span between −2.6 dB and
−40.0 dB that they can be varied between using the pTOFS program described below.
3.2.5 Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) card
The TCSPS card used in the set up is a SPC-130 module from Becker and Hickl GmbH
[16]. The principle of a TCSPC card is to measure the time delay between two events,
e.g. a start signal and a stop signal, in this case a detected photon and an electronic trigger
pulse from the laser. By using the photon pulse as the starting event the detector signal is
only red out when a photon is detected and not every time a laser pulse is sent out. Further,
when the photon pulse is used as the starting event the risk of missing early photons, due
to the reset time of the TCSPC card, is also decreased [3, 4].
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3.2.6 Software
3.2.6.1 pTOFS program
The program used to collect data is called LUNDtofs and in this program one can control
both attenuators and filters. The program has a built in automation process that allows
the user to select a wavelength range and a step size and then the program measures 25
sequences at each wavelength. The 25 sequences of each step is saved automatically and
labeled with the corresponding wavelength. During an automatic measurement the pro-
gram displays the number of counts both as a number and as a histogram [3].
3.2.6.2 Timeresolved V3
Timeresolved V3 is a Matlab program used to do analysis of the results by fitting curves
to the measurement data. Analysis can be made both with the diffusion approximation
and White Monte Carlo (WMC) simulations as theoretical models. For WMC there are
several input arguments that can be changed to get the best possible fit, e.g. the number
of steps that the iteration process should use and how many percent of the slopes are to be
used in the fitting.
The timeresolved v3 program also automatically corrects for any temporal shift that may
occur. A temporal shift, as can be seen in figure 6 is created if the time reference pulses of
the sample and IRF measurements do not match exactly in time. An IRF should be taken
for each measurement or if two measurements are made directly after each other the same
one can be used for both.
Figure 6: A figure showing a temporal shift between time reference and IRF [1].
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3.2.7 Measurements
When doing measurements the set up in figure 5 is used. Figure 7 demonstrates the
application of the device to the forearm of a test subject. Here one can see the two fibres,
and the grey block used to shield the fibres from each other to decrease the possibility of
leakage. The fibers were positioned so that they missed visible blood vessels.
Figure 7: A figure showing how an actual measurement is made.1
The left fiber in figure 7 is connected directly to the beam splitter in figure 5 so it delivers
the short laser pulses to the sample. In the right fibre the diffuse reflectance from the
forearm is lead to the detector through a beam combiner and a shutter. A measurement
for one of the examined wavelength regions takes about one and a half hour including
the IRF measurement. The fiber distance for all the measurements were 15 mm to be
consistent so that the results could be compared.
4 Results
All the figures in this section have been created using measurements made with the pTOFS
set up shown in figure 5 on forearms of two different persons. Figures 8, 9, 12 and 13
show the result for the NIR1 region using the SPAD detector and figures 10, 11, 14 and 15
show the results from measurements made in the NIR2 region with the PMT detector. All
the results shown in this section were cut in the same way during the evaluations, where
25% of the early photons and 20% of the late photons, were disregarded, respectively.
Figures 8 and 10 show the absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength in the regions
650 to 1000 nm and 950 nm to 1350 nm for the first test person. The scattering coefficient
as a function of wavelength in the same regions for the same person are shown in figures
9 and 11 respectively.
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Figure 8: Graphs of absorption coefficients as a function of wavelength in the NIR1 region. The results
show both parallel and perpendicular measurements made on the right forearm of the first test subject. The
fibre separation used in the measurement is 15 mm.
Figure 9: A figure showing graphs of scattering coefficients as a function of wavelength in the NIR1. The
figure show the results from both parallel and perpendicular measurements made on the right forearm of
the first test subject. The fibre separation used in the measurement is 15 mm.
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Figure 10: A figure showing graphs of absorption coefficients as a function of wavelength in the NIR2
region made using the PMT detector. The results show both parallel and perpendicular measurements made
on the right forearm of the first test test subject. The fibre separation used in the measurement is 15 mm.
Figure 11: A figure showing graphs of scattering coefficients as a function of wavelength in the NIR2 region
created using the PMT detector. The figure show the results from both parallel and perpendicular measure-
ments made on the right forearm of the first test subject. The fibre separation used in the measurement is
15 mm.
The absorption coefficient as function of wavelength for the second test person both par-
allel and perpendicular to the muscle fibers in the wavelength regions 650 nm to 1000
nm and 950 nm to 1350 nm is shown in figures 12 and 14 respectively. Results for the
scattering coefficient in the same regions for the same person are shown in figures 13 and
15 respectively.
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Figure 12: A figure showing graphs of absorption coefficients as a function of wavelength in the NIR1
region using the set up with the SPAD detector. The results show both parallel and perpendicular measure-
ments made on the right forearm of the second test subject. The fibre separation used in the measurement
is 15 mm.
Figure 13: A figure showing graphs of scattering coefficients as a function of wavelength in the NIR1 region
created using the set up with the SPAD detector. The figure show the results from measurements made both
parallel and perpendicular on the right forearm of the second test subject. The fibre separation used in the
measurement is 15 mm.
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Figure 14: A figure showing graphs of absorption coefficients as a function of wavelength in the NIR2
region using the set up with the PMT detector. The results show both parallel and perpendicular measure-
ments made on the right forearm of the second test subject. The fibre separation used in the measurement
is 15 mm.
Figure 15: A figure showing graphs of scattering coefficients as a function of wavelength in the NIR2 region
created using the set up with the PMT detector. The figure show the results from measurements made both
parallel and perpendicular the right forearm of the second test subject. The fibre separation used in the
measurement is 15 mm.
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5 Discussion
The results shown in figures 8-15 where all created using measurements made with the
pTOFS set up with a 15 mm fiber separation to get a relatively good transmission and
thus a good signal. The measurements were made using a wavelength step of 10 nm. One
difficult part of the experiments was to get the same pressure from the block for every
measurement and to have the fibres just touching the skin every time, this is why much
effort was put into establishing a good measurement procedure so the measurements could
be compared. Having that said, the human error should still be considered when compar-
ing results. Two different persons have made the measurements so it is not certain that
they are made in the exact same way, this error only exist when comparing the results of
the two test subjects since test subject one performed all the measurements on number
two and vise verse.
The solid lines in the figures corresponds to measurements made parallel to the muscle
fibers. In the NIR1 region for test subject one both the scattering and the absorption cor-
responds well to what one expects for muscle tissue. In figure 9 one can see that the
scattering coefficient is always decreasing with wavelength, as expected apart from some
anomalies. These anomalies could be due to some movement by the measuring subject
during a measurement. An indication for such an explanation is that the anomalies do not
reoccur at the same wavelength each time.
If one instead looks at figure 11 one can see that in the wavelength range 950 nm to 1350
nm the scattering coefficient is not always decreasing. In this range the anomalies are
most likely due to the high absorption peaks around 980 nm (water absorption), 1200 nm
(absorption from water and lipids), and the reason for this conclusion is that they are in the
same place for every measurements. The high absorption makes the transmission through
the tissue very low and the signal gets close to the noise level causing the measurements
to be a bit unreliable at these high absorption peaks.
When examining the absorption coefficients one can compare the measured results with
figures 1 and 2. In the NIR1 region on test subject one the water absorption is easiest to
examine, around 980 nm the absorption in muscle tissue should be dominated by water
absorption, the absorption coefficient for pure water is 0.5 cm−1, which means that one
expects a value a bit under this from the measurements [3]. The expected value is close to
the values shown in figure 8 that vary between 0.45 cm−1 and 0.5 cm−1. The increase of
absorption could be due to that the fibres are not just touching the surface but are pushed
in a bit into the skin, which would cause less photon loss due to the boundary than the
semi infinite geometry of the model expects. This then leads to a larger amount of early
photons in comparison to the late which in turn would cause the model to overestimate
the absorption [3]. One can also examine the peak around 750 nm which is most likely a
result of water and blood absorption. In the NIR2 region two large absorbers are lipid and
water which can be seen in figure 2. When examining the results of the measurements
made on test subject one there are two important peaks one can look at, it is around 950
nm to 1000 nm and from 1150 nm to 1230 nm. These first one is due to water and the
second one to water and lipids. Around 1350 nm it is not possible to say anything more
than the water absorption takes over so that the results are not correct, one could disregard
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wavelengths from 1320 nm and up for test person one when doing the evaluations to see
if the peak at 1200 remains the same and in that way trust the results more.
Moving on to test subject two the scattering and absorption are not exactly the same as for
number one and the reason for this is that here the fiber separation was not large enough
to reach the muscle tissue due to a thicker layer of subcutaneous fat. A rule of thump for
the fibre separation is to say that one reaches the depth of one third of the fibre separation
in to the tissue. The scattering coefficient for test subject two in the NIR1 region is de-
creasing towards longer wavelengths as, expected, with a few anomalies due to the same
reasons as for test subject one in this region. In the NIR2 region the scattering coefficient
in figure 15 are not decreasing as much as before but they are still decreasing slowly,
except around 1200 nm where the value is lowered. This dip is caused by the absorption
being so large that the transmission signal was in the same order as the noise level. When
comparing figure 15 to the results from test subject one, figure 11, it can be seen that the
large increase/decrease after 1330 nm does not exist for test subject two. This is most
likely because the water is not the major contributor for absorption, lipids are, and since
the absorption of lipids are low here the transmission is still good, making the evaluation
of both scattering and absorption more reliable.
When examining the absorption coefficient for test subject two the absorption peaks are
at different wavelengths than for test subject one. In the NIR1 region shown in figure 12
one can see the main absorption peaks around 750 nm, 920 nm and 980 nm. The one at
750 is most due to both water and blood absorption, the one around 920 nm is mainly
due to lipids and the one at 980 nm is due to water, which can be seen when comparing
figures 1 and 12. In this case the absorption peak for lipids is higher than that from wa-
ter which confirms in region NIR1 the suspicion that for test person two mostly fat was
measured. The absorption is also lower in general for test subject two which most likely
also is due to that one mostly measures on the subcutaneous fat. This conclusion can be
made since the absorption coefficient of lipids is smaller than the one from water in this
wavelength region. In the NIR2 regime the water absorption gives a rather low absorp-
tion peak around 980 nm in comparison to the other absorption peaks in this wavelength
region. The largest absorption peak in this region is the one around 1200 nm which is
mainly due to water and lipids, as for the results from test subject one this peak may not
be completely accurate since the signal was quite low here as well. For this test subject
the wavelengths above 1320 nm is no problem, which gives a second confirmation about
that mostly fat was measured on test subject two. This since fat has a lower absorption
coefficient than water at the wavelengths above 1320 nm.
When it comes to the comparison between measuring parallel and perpendicular to mus-
cle fibers only the results from the SPAD system will be used i.e. the NIR1 region of 650
nm to 1000 nm. This since this system is more reliable and also because the results from
the PMT system show large variation in the scattering and cannot be completely trusted.
This since the results in the overlapping wavelengths are not the same for both systems
which could be due to a to high absorption in the NIR2 region or other uncertainties in
the PMT system.
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The dashed lines in figures 9 and 13 show the scattering coefficients for measurements
made perpendicular to the muscle fibres on test subject one and two respectively. In
figure 9 a clear difference between the parallel and perpendicular results can be seen,
the scattering coefficients are about 2 cm−1 higher for the perpendicular measurements.
The results can be explained by the structural composition of muscle tissue which is
a construction of long muscle fibers. When measuring perpendicular to these fibers the
probability of scattering should intuitively increase which is the case for the results shown
in figure 9 [6]. These results do not match the results from test subject two shown in
figure 13. As stated before measurements on test subject two is mainly made on the
subcutaneous fat, this explains why the results in figure 13 do not match those from the
first test subject shown in figure 9. The reason they do not match is because fat and muscle
tissue do not have the same structure.
When concentrating on the absorption spectra in figures 8, and 12 there is no direct differ-
ence between measuring parallel or perpendicular to the muscle fibers as expected. This
is due to that the absorption depends on the chemical properties of the tissue. Any dif-
ferences in these measurements are most likely due to the pressure of the block and the
fibers which is a hard thing to reproduce between each measurement.
6 Conclusions and outlook
This bachelor project shows that one can see a difference in the scattering coefficients
when measuring parallel and perpendicular to the muscle fibers. This is, however, only
shown for one test subject and in the future it would be good to measure on a larger num-
ber of people. If one wants to be certain to avoid measuring only subcutaneous fat in the
future one could measure the thickness of the fat and do a MC simulation to find out the
optimal fiber distance to measure as much muscles as possible, but it is also interesting to
use the same fiber distance to see differences between people.
When it comes to the measurements made on the PMT system a good idea for future work
would be to increase the integration time of each measurement to get a better signal so
that the results can be evaluated properly. Another thing is to skip wavelengths above
1300 nm since the absorption for water increases rapidly after this wavelength making it
hard to get a good signal to noise ratio.
Throughout this whole project there is one thing that has been a problem and that is to get
the pressure from the needles to be the same for every measurement. This perhaps causes
the largest error in the measurements and should be given great attention before doing
further measurements. During the project the noise level was reduced in the measure-
ments using a handle and some magnets to fixate the arm as in figure 7 but the pressure
problem remained throughout the project. We tried to measure how much the needles
were sticking out from the block used to separate them but that did not work since an arm
is not completely flat. One way of solving it is to in some way measure the pressure of
both needles and block on the arm simultaneously to the measurements to take that into
account when evaluating.
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